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This is just an update of the code including correlation. In the previous version I forgot to correlate x and y in the target period. Sorry!

# with perturbation and some cross-correlation
xa.r = rnorm(365*20)+rep(rnorm(20,sd=0.4),each=365)
yb.r = rlnorm(365*20)*rep(rlnorm(20,sd=0.6),each=365)
rho = 0.2
corM <- rbind(c(1.0, rho), c(rho, 1.0))
SigmaEV <- eigen(corM)
Meps <- rbind(xa.r,log(yb.r))
Meps <- SigmaEV$vectors %*% diag(sqrt(SigmaEV$values)) %*% Meps
Meps <- t(Meps)
#plot(Meps)
xa.r = Meps[,1]
yb.r = exp(Meps[,2])
plot(xa.r,yb.r)
xa.t = rnorm(365)
###########
yb.t.obs = rlnorm(365)
Meps2 <- rbind(xa.t,log(yb.t.obs))
Meps2 <- SigmaEV$vectors %*% diag(sqrt(SigmaEV$values)) %*% Meps2
Meps2 <- t(Meps2)
#plot(Meps2)
xa.t = Meps2[,1]
yb.t.obs = exp(Meps2[,2])
yb.t.sim = approx(x = sort(xa.r), y = sort(yb.r), xout = sort(xa.t))$y
plot(1-ppoints(365,0),sort(yb.t.obs) , type="l", log="y")
lines(1-ppoints(365,0), yb.t.sim ,col=2)